










 

 
October 26, 2016 
 
 
President Daryl Honda 
San Francisco Board of Appeals 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 304 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
RE: Project Sponsor’s Appeal of Department of Urban Forestry’s denial of Tree Removal Application # 
778364 
Hearing Date: November 16, 2016 at 5:00pm 
 
 
Dear President Honda and Commissioners: 
 

On behalf of Raintree 2051 Third Street LLC (“Appellant,” “Raintree Partners”), the owner of 2051 Third 

Street (the “Property,” “Project”), we write to appeal the Bureau of Urban Forestry’s (BUF) denial of 

submitted tree removal application #778364.  Raintree Partners has worked closely with Chris Buck 

and Sara Stacy in the Bureau of Urban Forestry for the past several months to resolve a tree planting 

plan to meet BUF’s goals at our property located at 2051 3rd Street & 650 Illinois. Raintree understands 

the recent denial by BUF for removal application #778364 is part of the necessary protocol in order for 

Raintree to properly resolve changes to its current tree removal permit (#771015), upon which current 

permit the Board of Appeals was previously involved (BOA Appeal #14-058).  

 

Background 

Appellant began the entitlement process on the Project in 2013 to build 92 residential units. As part of 

the entitlement process Appellant submitted a tree removal permit (which included replacement 

trees) to the Bureau of Urban Forestry in December of 2013. The Department reviewed and approved 



 

the Appellant’s tree removal permit application and subsequently issued tree removal permit #771015 

on January 14, 2014.  

Shortly thereafter, the issuance of permit #771015 was challenged by a third party and the appeal was 

formally heard by the Board of Appeals on July 2, 2014. The third party challenged the Bureau of Urban 

Forestry’s decision to issue permit #771015 because the permit allowed for two “significant” 

eucalyptus trees along Illinois Street to be removed contrary to the third party’s wish (see Exhibit A for 

location of eucalyptus trees along Illinois Street). At that time, these eucalyptus trees were 

characterized as “significant,” a technical BUF term, due to i) their proximity to the right-of-way (i.e., 

within 10 feet) and ii) their large size (i.e., trunk exceeding 12”, height exceeding 20’, and canopy 

exceeding 15’).  The third party desired that these two eucalyptus trees remain because of their size 

and ecological value. Raintree applied for the permit for the removal of trees because i) the trees were 

deemed in poor structural health by a certified arborist (Roy Leggit) and ii) in order to develop the 

entitled Property.  Specifically discussed at the 7/2/14 hearing with the BOA, had the two eucalyptus 

trees not been removed, it would have been severely detrimental to the project reducing the unit and 

parking counts by 16% and 20%, respectively.  

At conclusion of the hearing, the Board of Appeals elected to modify permit #771015 by upholding the 

permit but by increasing the size requirements of the replacement trees associated with the permit 

from 24” box size (BUF standard) to 48” box size, or 60” box size if possible. Officially, the Board of 

Appeals final decision on July 2, 2014 amended permit #771015 with the following language (see 

Exhibit B for a copy of the entire permit): 

“Revisions Notes: Revised to extend permit, as Board of Appeals jurisdiction suspended the 

permit. This permit is now valid for 6 months from 7/10/13. Board placed condition that the 



 

replacement trees be of a 48” box size, and if possible of a 60” box size, with size of said 

replacement trees to be determined by the Department.” 

 

Summary of Revised Permit #771015 

Based on this conclusion by the Board of Appeals, the revised tree removal permit #771015 is 

summarized as follows: 

 

 

Utility Conflict Findings and Proposed Tree Removal Permit 

Since the Board of Appeals modified the tree removal permit in July 2014, the Project began full design 

and construction. As part of the design and construction process Raintree began its site work including 

physical site reconnaissance to get a clearer understanding of existing subgrade conditions with 

respect to utility locations. This work included potholing to determine exact locations of City water 

lines, cable/phone lines, and PG&E gas and electric lines. The results of this potholing uncovered a 

Trees to be Removed:
Location: Count: Type:
Illinois Stree Frontage: 2 Eucalyptus

3rd Street Frontage: 3
Liquidambar styracilfua 
(American Sweet Gum)

1
Lophostemon confertus 
(Brisbane Box)

Total: 6

Replacement Trees:
Location: Count: Type: Size:

Illinois Stree Frontage: 5
Magnolia grandiflora 
(Magnolia)

48" box or 60" if possible 
(per BOA modification)

3rd Street Frontage: 4
Lophostemon confertus 
(Brisbane Box)

48" box or 60" if possible 
(per BOA modification)

Total: 9



 

series of utility related conflicts and constraints previously unknown by the City and Raintree Partners. 

These findings and proposed solutions are summarized as follows and are shown in Exhibit C: 

- 3rd Street Frontage Conflicts:  

o Constraints affecting the size of the proposed replacement trees: 

 Water line (dashed line shown in red running north to south): There is an existing 

City water line within 2’ of the proposed replacement tree locations. By BUF 

regulations a proposed tree needs to be at least 9” (3’ on center) clear of an 

existing water line. A 48” box tree would not only encroach on but require 

removal of the existing City water line along the property frontage.   

• Proposed Solution: The Bureau of Urban Forestry is supportive of a 36” 

box tree with a root barrier along this water line. This maintains the 

largest size box tree allowed by BUF while maintaining an appropriate 

clearance from the water line. See Exhibit C for proposed tree planting 

locations on 3rd Street. This request to reduce the size of replacement 

trees was formally made to BUF in tree removal permit application 

#778364, and although BUF is supportive of this solution, the application 

was denied because it alters original direction by the BOA. 

o Constraints affecting the count of the proposed replacement trees: 

 Gas line (SW corner of Property): A proposed gas line running perpendicular to 

the water line at the south end of the property is necessary to supply gas to the 

Project. This line constricts Raintree’s ability to plant within three feet of either 

side of this gas line.  



 

 Phone line box, signal box, and an electrical box serving the City facilities (west-

center frontage): There are several existing utilities installed within the sidewalk 

at the center of the western frontage of the Property, which are to remain. 

These utilities and their required clearance areas constrict trees being planted in 

their vicinity. 

 CATV line (SW corner of Property): A proposed CATV connection constricts 

additional clear areas for tree planting. 

• Proposed Solution: The combination of these existing and proposed 

utilities contribute to constraints, which result in Raintree’s application to 

remove two proposed trees along 3rd Street.  After reviewing all options 

with BUF and the project landscape architect, Raintree has proposed 

removal of two of the four replacement trees currently required in 

Permit #771015 along the 3rd Street frontage. This request was formally 

made to BUF in tree removal permit application #778364, and although 

BUF is supportive of this solution, the application was denied because it 

alters original direction by the BOA.  

- Illinois Street Frontage Conflicts:  

o Constraints affecting the count of the proposed replacement trees: 

 Splice Box and Underground Transformer (indicated in red): The splice box 

shown at the southwest corner of the Project is necessary to connect to a pre-

existing PG&E line at within the sidewalk to the south. The underground 

transformer located middle-east side of the Project completes the power 



 

connection from the splice box and will provide power to the Project. The design 

and location of these electrical connections shown were proposed and approved 

by PG&E in 2015. The presence of these electrical vaults and their associated 

conduit constrict Raintree’s ability to plant within the PG&E-required clear areas 

(shown in red).  

• Proposed Solution: The splice box, underground transformer, and conduit 

contribute to constraints, which result in Raintree’s application to 

remove one proposed tree along Illinois Street.  After reviewing all 

options with BUF and the project landscape architect, Raintree has 

proposed removal of one of the five replacement trees currently required 

in Permit #771015 along the Illinois Street frontage. In order to remedy 

the removal of one of these trees, Raintree is proposing to plant four 60” 

box trees along this frontage. This request was formally made to BUF in 

tree removal permit application #778364, and although BUF is supportive 

of this solution, the application was denied because it alters original 

direction by the BOA. 

Summary 

In the fall of 2015, the project team began a conversation with Urban Forestry to start finalizing 

planting locations for the new development. The Appellant is unable to accommodate planting three of 

the nine trees listed in our existing Permit #771015 and we hereby request these removed from our 

current permit. The reason for the removal of these three trees is due to existing and proposed utility 

connections within the public sidewalk as outlined above and shown in Exhibit C. These utilities do not 



 

allow the proper clearances and spacing requirements for new trees as required by DPW and BUF. We 

also request a reduction in the size requirement for the trees along 3rd Street from 48” box to 36” box 

due to the named utility conflicts, specifically the existing water line. The trees requested to be 

removed from the current permit include the following: 

o Illinois Street: 
 One (1) Magnolia Grandiflora  

o 3rd Street: 
 Two (2) Brisbane Box  

 
Urban Forestry required the Project to submit a removal application so that this matter could be 

formally reviewed by the BOA, and as a result removal permit #778364 has been submitted and 

denied. We respectfully request the BOA review and approve and uphold permit #778364 to allow for 

i) removal of these three trees and ii) a reduction in the size requirement of the replacement trees to 

36” box size on the 3rd St. frontage. We will however, commit to planting four 60” box size trees along 

the Illinois St. frontage of the property, which was the site of the original appeal, and the frontage that 

was impacted by the removal of the two red ironbark eucalyptus trees. The Bureau of Urban Forestry 

has reviewed this proposed resolution and their Respondent’s Brief will confirm their support for our 

appeal. 

 

Thank you,  

Rick Price 
Raintree Partners 
25 Taylor Street 
San Francisco, CA 
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